Abstract. We show that the space called shark teeth is a topological IFSattractor, that is for every open cover of X = n i=1 f i (X), its image under every suitable large composition from the family of continuous functions {f 1 , ..., fn} lies in some set from the cover. In particular, there exists a space which is not homeomorphic to any IFS-attractor but is a topological IFSattractor.
Iterated function systems (IFS) are one of the most popular and simple method of constructing fractal structures, which has wide applications to data compression, computer graphics, medicine, economics, earthquake and weather prediction and many others. A compact metric space X is called an IFS-attractor if X = n i=1 f i (X) for some contractions f 1 , . . . , f n : X → X. In this case the family {f 1 , . . . , f n } is called an iterated function system. We recall that a map f : X → X is a contraction if its Lipschitz constant Lip(f ) = sup is less than 1. The notion of an iterated function system was introduced by John Hutchinson in 1981 [5] and popularized by Michael Barnsley [3] . Topological properties of IFSattractors were studied in [6] , [4] and [1] . In particular the definition of topological IFS-attractor was proposed in the last paper: compact topological space X is a topological IFS-attractor if X = n i=1 f i (X) for some continuous maps f 1 , . . . , f n : X → X with the property that for any open cover U of X there is m ∈ N, such that for any functions g 1 , . . . , g m ∈ {f 1 , . . . , f n } the set
Note that every compact, metric space X is a topological IFS-attractor if for its any open cover U the diameter of the set g 1 • · · · • g m (X) is less than the Lebesgue number of U, for some m ∈ N and every g 1 , . . . , g m ∈ {f 1 , . . . , f n }.
It is easy to see that each IFS-attractor is a topological IFS-attractor but not the other way around. Moreover, we show that a space called shark teeth, constructed in [1] , which is not homeomorphic to attractor of any iterated function system is a topological IFS-attractor.
The shark teeth
Consider the piecewise linear periodic function
, n] for some n ∈ Z, whose graph looks as follows
For every n ∈ N consider the function
which is a homothetic copy of the function ϕ(t). Spaces called shark teeth are constructed in [2] and are parametrized by an infinite non-decreasing sequence (n k ) 
be the kth row of teeth. The space shark teeth is given by the following formula
In [1] is shown that the shark teeth constructed in the plane R 2 with the nondecreasing sequence
where ⌊x⌋ is the integer part of x, is not homeomorphic to an IFS-attractor (see Figure 1 ). In other words it is not an IFS-attractor in any metric. We show that 
Proof
For k ∈ N and the sets M k , I and M , by the same names we denote the functions:
Note that for every x ∈ M there exists unique t x ∈ [0, 1], such that I(t x ) = x or M k (t x ) = x for some k. Therefore we can represent every point of the space M as an element from the unit interval and perhaps with positive parameter k. Note that for k = l and for every
In three steps we will present the construction of topological IFS and prove that M is its attractor.
Step 1. Let F = {f 1 , f 2 , g 1 , . . . , g 4 , h 1 , . . . , h 4 } be the collection of continuous functions on M to itself such that for every
Thus the union of images of M under every function g i fills up the first row of the teeth
. Analogously we construct functions h i which fill up the second row M 2 . Now we are going to construct functions f 1 and f 2 which cover left and right side of the rest of rows. Define f 2 (x) = f 1 (x) + ( For every i ∈ N let us define G i = {M k : n k = i} as i-th generation of shark teeth. We can also treat it like a function
Note that every row in one generation contains the same number of teeth (2 i ). By
we denote the number of first row of teeth in G i , and by
we denote the number of rows in G i . Function f 1 has to transform every generation into the left part of next generation, so let s i =
Ni+1
Ni be the number of rows from G i+1 filled by one row from G i . In our case N i = 2 every tooth from G i must be divided into s i + 1 pieces, which each of them covers one tooth from G i+1 and the last one fills small part of bone I. In other words for Figure 2) . Note that for i, j ∈ N and for similarity p i,j (t) = 
easy calculations can show that for every
Step 2. According to the definition of functions g i and h i we have the following property for i = 0, ..., 4
so for every positive m ∈ N and connected set A ⊂ M we have
.., i m ∈ {1, ..., 4} and analogously for functions h i .
We know also the similar thing about functions f i . For any positive m ∈ N
where i 1 , ..., i m ∈ {1, 2}. This arose due to the fact that for every i ∈ N and j = 0, ..., 2 i − 1
Step 3. Let U be an open cover of M . In the last step we are going to find a positive number m, such hat the diameter of ϕ i1 • ... • ϕ im (M ) is less than the Lebesgue number λ of U, where ϕ i1 , ..., ϕ im ∈ F . Let us consider every possible compositions of functions from F . We will study the diameter of image of the space M under this composition. From step 2 we know that composition of functions only from {g 1 , ..., g 4 }, from {h 1 , ..., h 4 } or from {f 1 , f 2 } makes half the size of the space M (see equations (1) and (2)). Note also that for every connected set
because they are all singletons. This means that if the functions g i , h i and f i appear in composition in the above order, the diameter of the image will be 0. It only remains for us to consider the compositions of the form
be the Lipschitz constant of function f 1 and f 2 restricted to k-th generation. It is finite because of the definition of f 1 . Note that the set
On the other hand
Then we claim the thesis holds for m = n 1 + n 2 . Indeed, all images of M under compositions only from {g 1 , ..., g 4 }, from {h 1 , ..., h 4 } or from {f 1 , f 2 } have diameters less than λ, because of the definition of n 1 .
The others compositions transform whole space M into the point so the diameter of the image of M is 0 < λ. This ends the proof.
Generalizations
In fact the construction above can be extended to all shark teeth. If we try to construct a topological IFS for shark teeth with an arbitrary sequence (n k ) ∞ k=1 , we can meet the following problems (1) some G i are empty. Then we have to renumber the sequence G i such that the empty sets are omitted. (2) s i / ∈ Z.
Then define s i =
Ni+1 Ni
, where ⌈x⌉ is a minimal integer grater or equal to x. Consequently, the formula for the function f 1 slightly changes. The last row of teeth from every i-th generation has to be transformed into less than s i rows from G i+1 . It can be done by covering some rows form G i+1 once again. (3) s i is odd.
Then we do not have to cover a small part of bone under every tooth, so we divide every tooth from G i into s i pieces, like in the Figure 3 . Consequently, every shark teeth is a topological IFS-attractor. Figure 3 . When s i is odd then tooth from G i is transform only to s i teeth from G i+1 .
